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PRESS RELEASE  January 2024

Berlin’s first INUSpheresis® practice has opened in the Trion Office Building, near Potsdamer Platz. 
To create a functional yet atmospheric space for state-of-the-art and holistic detox treatments, 
Batek Architekten designed an elegant interior concept for the 300 square metre practice. Light-
coloured and natural materials structure the functional areas in a way that is comprehensible and 
comfortable for both team and patients, creating a clean interior with a calming effect. With
ELLANN, Batek Architekten once again demonstrate their distinctive understanding of materials
and their fine sense of detail.

In the reception area, timeless light-coloured oak panelling meets coarse-grained plastered walls, 
separating the work and patient areas both visually and functionally. Integrated wardrobes and 
storage spaces create a clear and straightforward aesthetic. This is complemented by a monolithic 
reception counter made of brushed stainless steel. Brightly framed steel and glass walls opposite, 
not only zone an inviting waiting area, but also provide a soft source of daylight for the reception. 

A generous pivot door leads from here into an intelligently organised corridor and treatment area. 
Oak panelling delineates the corridor and treatment zones both aesthetically and functionally. 
The treatment area is organised internally with curtains that flexibly zone the six treatment units. 
A special highlight is the elegantly designed  VIP area with a view over Potsdamer Platz.

The interior is unified by a light-coloured Pandomo floor that runs seamlessly throughout the 
practice. Upholstered furniture in creamy white bouclé, hand-knotted merino wool carpets and 
travertine side tables complement the interior design.

/Ends.
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NOTES TO EDITORS  
Facts

TEAM  Julia Jensen, Patrick Batek
COMPLETION  December 2023
AREA 300 sqm
SCOPE OF WORK  Work phase 1-9
MATERIALS  oak, coarse-grained plastered walls,  
 brushed  stainless steel, steel, glass, pandomo floor, 
 bouclé fabric, merino wool carpets, travertin
PHOTOGRAPHER Marcus Wend
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OFFICE PROFILE

BATEK ARCHITEKTEN is an office for interior design and architecture, located in Berlin. The 
portfolio comprises public and private projects including apartments and private houses, retail 
shops and surgeries, restaurants, hotels and offices. Frequently, BATEK ARCHITEKTEN works 
with existing spaces, which they develop further with a sensitive approach to the space and 
its specific character. The office also stands for a keen sense for materials, colours and light. 
The projects are characterized by a clean architectural structure and a conductive atmosphere. 
BATEK ARCHITEKTEN regard themselves as service providers: they realize the specific wishes and 
requirements of their customers individually and in highest quality and adapt their design to the 
respective conditions and requirements.

www.batekarchitekten.com

PRESS CONTACT

Brand. Kiosk
Susanne Günther
batek@brand-kiosk.com
+49 (0)69 2649 1122
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Available photographs, floorplans and other plan materials.
To receive high-resolution images, please contact Brand. Kiosk on: batek@brand-kiosk.com
Please credit Marcus Wend in all publications.
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Available photographs, floorplans and other plan materials.
To receive high-resolution images, please contact Brand. Kiosk on: batek@brand-kiosk.com
Please credit Marcus Wend in all publications.
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Available photographs, floorplans and other plan materials.
To receive high-resolution images, please contact Brand. Kiosk on: batek@brand-kiosk.com
Please credit Marcus Wend in all publications.
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Available photographs, floorplans and other plan materials.
To receive high-resolution images, please contact Brand. Kiosk on: batek@brand-kiosk.com
Please credit Marcus Wend in all publications.
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